Busy Bees

October 30-November 3, 2017

Washing Gourds In Soapy Water
This week the Busy Bees explored washing gourds in soapy water! The babies worked
to clean the gourds in a large tub and enjoyed picking them up playfully then
dropping them back down causing splashes on the water! As the babies played, Ms.
Rani talked with them about the texture of the gourds and put them on each of
baby’s hands for them to feel the hard, uneven surface of the gourds.
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Building With Tree Blocks

The Busy Bees enjoy stacking and building a variety of blocks that are available to
them throughout the day! To build on the children’s interests, this week the teachers
added natural tree blocks to the classroom and encouraged the babies to explore.
Simon used his emerging logistical reasoning skills to figure out how he needed to
place the blocks so he could build upwards while Josephine enjoyed knocking down
the towers that Ms. Dode built which was a great way for her to explore concepts
such as cause and effect!
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Making a fall leave collage on sticky paper

The Busy Bees explored more about fall leaves this week by making a collage on a
sticky paper. While the babies picked up and paste the leaves on the sticky paper,
the teachers talked about the leaves’ colors and described the sticky feeling as their
hands touched the paper while stamping the leaves on it! What a fun way to
practice the babies’ sense of touch and appreciation of the colorful leaves!
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Important updates:
•

Remember to bring
extra set of clothing
for your child to
keep at the center.
It is a good idea to
make sure that any
clothing currently
at the center is
appropriate for the
weather.

Dear parents,
Don’t forget to set your clocks 1 hour back this Sunday
November 5th for daylight savings.
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